
The Noble Beast Dog Training

Puppy Class Week 6

Instructor: Jessica Fritschi LVT, CDBC, CPDT-KA

Contact: noblebeasttraining@gmail.com

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/noblebeastk9training/

Charging the Clicker

Name Game/Baby Recall Step 4: Utilizing a Long Line Outdoors

It’s time to generalize your dog’s name to all types of scenarios. Utilize a long line (10-15 ft) hooked on to

the back clip of a harness. Now you have a safety tool to step on or grab if necessary. Use this setup to

practice your name game off of your property - parks or other friend’s or family’s property. Walk with

your puppy then suddenly change direction. Call their name as you do so. As soon as your pup turns to

follow you, mark and reward!

Lay on One Side

Magic Mat: Applying to Real Life Scenarios

Handling Exercise: Restraint of the Leash (And Collars and Harnesses)

● Avoid the mouthy puppy while you “get them dressed” by holding a treat in front of their nose.

Do not allow them to eat it until you have the collar clasped or the leash attached.

● Follow a food lure on a leash

Problem Prevention: Cooperative Toy Play

Teaching your dog to play with toys as an extension of playing with YOU has so much value. It builds

relationships, creates trust, prevents resource guarding and mouthy behaviors and builds engagement.

What better way to teach your dog that you are their benevolent leader than by playing with them?!

1. Musical Toys: Lay three toys out on the ground in the shape of a triangle. Outside they could be

spread further apart, but you may also play in smaller spaces indoors, too.

● Handler will run from one toy to the next around the triangle, and “talk” the puppy into

dropping the old toy and playing with the new toy!

● Your puppy may carry the old toy to the new toy, but you should not play with the old toy. Just

pick up the new one and start moving it around and get exciting with it

● Once your puppy drops the old toy, play a little tug or chase with the new toy, then drop it and

run to the next toy in the triangle

2. Two Ball Game: Teach your puppy the game of fetch with two identical balls. They should be

identical so that your puppy does not begin to favor one over the other

● Get puppy interested in ball #1. Bounce it on the ground or bat it around in front of you. As soon

as she is interested, toss it away. Initially you do not have to throw it across the yard or the room.

Even two or three feet will do.

● As soon as puppy picks up ball #1, you immediately begin to bounce or toss around ball #2. You

have completely forgotten about ball #1. You want puppy to realize that ball #1 is now lifeless

and ball #2 is where it’s at. Eventually, she will spit out ball #1
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● As soon as puppy spits out ball #1 you toss ball #2 for her. Let her chase and grab it just as

before. As soon as she picks it up and turns around, you are repeating step 2 - suddenly ball #2

has lost meaning and is lifeless and you are making ball #1 the life of the party again

● So on and so forth!


